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Mission:  Creating Adventure, Conveying Knowledge, Conserving Nature, Serving Community 

Vision:  Inspiring Passion for Nature and Saving Wildlife for Future Generations! 

 

 

STRATEGIES: 

‘How we will Win … 
 

1. Animal Excellence 

Advance the CZBG’s initiative to deploy the highest standards of animal welfare by implementing a holistic and evidence-based 

approach to enhancing the lives of individual animals in our care while creating a greater awareness of animal welfare with our zoo 

visitors through education and engagement. 

 

 1a) Enhance the public’s trust in the Zoo by advancing visitor understanding of animal excellence and providing opportunities to 

engage in related activities. 

1b) Combine our Investment in habitat design and our approach to collection planning to create spaces for animals to thrive based 

upon their species’ needs.  

1c)  Implement a goal-driven, evidence-based approach to assessing animal welfare, promoting behavior-based husbandry, and 

guiding improvements to animal care.  

1d) Enhance our exceptional and established comprehensive veterinary and nutritional care through regular and collaborative review 

of our protocols and programs.  

1e)  Create a culture that fosters trust, communication and collaborative relationships and elevates staff pride, knowledge and 

leadership capacity in order to nourish future innovation in animal welfare. 

 

2. Zoo Access for All 

Enhance the Zoo’s reach and relevance in our community by creating a seamless entry sequence for visitors while cultivating a 

welcoming, accessible and inclusive environment for all. 

 

2a) Improve Developmental Disability training to reach a wider employee/volunteer audience and specialize trainings to respond to 

the requested needs of our staff & family advisory council.  



2b) Research and prioritize the next area to incorporate into Zoo Access for All portfolio and simultaneously grow our strategic 

partnerships  

2c)  Solidify sponsor for Zoo Access for All for FY2019.   

2d)  Improve the physical accessibility of the Zoo to achieve train, ropes course, video social narratives.  

2e) Look for opportunities to prepare managers on how to continue to welcome the new faces we are seeing come through our doors 

on the public facing and internal facing side.   

 

3.Engage Communities in Conservation  

Advance the CZBG’s initiative to conserve nature in our community while connecting people to the natural world right here in 

Cincinnati through education and participation.  

 

3a) Visitor Participation in Local Conservation-Promote visitor and public awareness of local conservation projects and participation 

opportunities  

3b) Promote community conservation action by making homes, workplaces, schools, and places of worship pollinator-friendly 

environments.  

3c) Based upon our expertise and collection plan enhance our local species field conservation programs. 

3d) Leverage the Bowyer Farm to support our local conservation initiatives and the Zoo. 

3e) Effectively produce and share the impact and relevance of our conservation stories to continue to deepen our relationship with our 

local community and those connected to our work.  

 

4. Build an Internal Culture of Positivity  

 Drive and support a culture of  positivity and employee engagement that will inspire the current and future success of the Zoo. 

 

 4a) Create and drive culture of personal & professional growth & development i.e. performance evals, growth plans, training & 

development.   

4b) Develop & invest in programs of excellence –Leadership Academy, Leadership Challenge, Organizational Development.  

4c) Evolve and effectively manage the Zoo’s Total Rewards Program –ie. key partnerships, benefits management.  

4d) Strengthen relationships with individual board members to better utilize their passion and strengths in service to the zoo and our 

community.   

4e) Drive continued focus on and improvement of employee engagement across the zoo –hire for attitude as well as competency, 

hiring/onboarding, culture of giving/innovation.   

 


